2009 Kia Soul
Bumper Grille

PART# 44581 (Brushed) 44582 - (Polished) 44583 - (Black) Bumper

After

Hardware
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-

Pop Jack Nut Assemblies
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-

4mm Soc Head Bolts

4

-

Washers

Use supplied hardware and attach per illustration below. Start by placing the supplied washers on each of the 4mm x 1”
socket head bolts, now place bolts through the mounting tabs in billet grille. Next Place the billet grille into the opening and
center. Take note as to where the bolts align with the plastic stock insert. This is where you will place each of the supplied
pop jack nuts. Remove grille from opening. Place pop jack nuts into the cross hatch of the plastic insert. Again place the
billet grille into opening and check alignment of the just placed pop jack nuts move as necessary before tightening. Please
make sure to check the alignment of the pop jack nuts before tightening, once tightened they will not be able to be moved.
Place billet grille into opening and center. Push the bolt through mounting tab in the billet grille into the pop jack nuts.
Loosely Tighten bolts, make any necessary adjustments and fully tighten without over tightening bolts. Repeat process for
remaining bolts in bumper grille. Completed Installation
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Completed Installation
For installation of billet grilles that require cutting of the stock shell, proper tools, knowledge and skill are needed. Carriage Works is not responsible for care & accuracy of the installation, only for Fit & Finish of its products. Use a qualified installer or contact original vendor for references to complete all instructions.
NOTE: Please adjust horizontal blades if irregular. This is the result of shipping and handling outside of Carriage Works control.
Also Carriage Works Recommends applying a high quality automotive wax to maintain the original appearance.

